Introduction
Reduced motivation and goal-oriented behavior have long been considered key features of both psychosis (e.g. schizophrenia) and depression [e.g. major depressive disorder (MDD)]. Importantly, decreases in motivation impair functioning and significantly reduce quality of life (Beck et al. 2011; Sarkar et al. 2015) . Current treatment options for depression and psychotic disorders are not sufficiently effective at reducing motivational impairments, in part due to the need to better understand the mechanisms that give rise to these symptoms. There are a number of frameworks available that could help identify potential mechanisms, including the animal literature on mechanisms that give rise to motivated behavior (Young et al. 2010) , as well as the Positive Valence System domain described as part of the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) initiative developed by the National Institutes of Mental Health (Cuthbert & Insel 2013) .
One important component in both of these frameworks is effort-cost decision-making (ECDM). ECDM refers to mental calculations that individuals perform to estimate the amount of work necessary to obtain an outcome. For example, a worker may estimate the subjective cost of working an extra hour to gain overtime pay. There are individual differences in effort cost estimates (e.g. some might find the extra hour of work worth the pay while others may not). Importantly, recent work has suggested that abnormal ECDM may be a contributor to motivational impairments in psychosis and depression. Research has shown that people with schizophrenia, schizoaffective, bipolar disorder, and MDD are less willing than healthy individuals to exert effort to obtain rewards on experimental tasks, and that this reduced willingness is related to motivational deficits (Yang et al. 2014; Reddy et al. 2015; Hershenberg et al. 2016; Moran et al. 2017) . Taken together, these data suggest a common contributor to motivational impairments across psychosis and depression. However, it is not yet clear whether the psychological and neural mechanisms from which this seemingly similar ECDM deficit arises are shared across forms of psychopathology.
ECDM involves a number of component processes. Thus, ECDM impairments in psychosis and depression may arise from separable psychological and neural mechanisms (Fig. 1) . The RDoC Positive Valence System and animal literature provide useful ideas as to potential dissociable mechanisms. For example, aberrant ECDM could arise from reduced reward responsivity, thought to be dependent on striatal function. In other words, individuals may be less willing to exert effort for an outcome that they may not experience as pleasurable. Alternatively, aberrant ECDM could arise from cognitive control impairments in the ability to use incentive information to effectively modulate effort allocation and decision-making processes, functions largely associated with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and striatal regions. Thus, even if rewards are experienced as pleasurable, if a person cannot maintain and use information about potential future rewards to guide behavior, they may not choose to exert effort to obtain a future reward.
The current review has several aims. First, we summarize the literature on ECDM in psychosis and depression, providing evidence for transdiagnostic impairment. Next, we provide evidence for the hypothesis that similar ECDM deficits might arise from disparate psychological and neural mechanisms. Specifically, we will argue that effort deficits in psychosis may more strongly be attributed to deficits in cognitive control and the neural correlates of cognitive control processes, while effort deficits in mood disorders may be more strongly attributed to reduced reward responsivity and the neural correlates of such processes. Finally, we discuss future directions and interpretative challenges to consider when examining ECDM transdiagnostically. Table 1 provides a summary of paradigms for examining effort allocation in humans. Using these tasks researchers have shown that across psychosis and depression there is consistent evidence that patients are less willing to expend effort to obtain rewards compared with healthy controls (Tables 2 and 3) . Below, we review these findings, separating studies by effort modality, either physical or cognitive. We focus on findings in psychosis or depression. Because of space limitations, we do not review animal models (Salamone et al. 2007) or human basic science models (Westbrook & Braver 2016) of ECDM, which have strongly informed the clinical literature.
Effort-cost decision-making

Psychosis
Physical effort
The majority of studies examining effort in psychosis have used physical ECDM tasks. For example, studies have used button-pressing paradigms, during which individuals decide between performing an easy or hard button-pressing task for small or large reward. These studies have shown that individuals with schizophrenia choose to complete the hard task less than healthy controls as reward value and probability of reward receipt for the hard task increases (Fervaha et al. 2013; Gold et al. 2013; Barch et al. 2014; Reddy et al. 2015; Treadway et al. 2015; Huang et al. 2016; McCarthy et al. 2016) . Further, many studies show individual difference relationships between effort and negative symptoms, such that high negative symptom patients show the least willingness to expend effort (Gold et al. 2013; Barch et al. 2014; Horan et al. 2015; Treadway et al. 2015; Moran et al. 2017) although several studies have failed to observe such symptom effects (Fervaha et al. 2013 (Fervaha et al. , 2015 Huang et al. 2016) . This inconsistency may be driven by method of assessment, with most of the positive results utilizing newly developed symptom measures (e.g. BNSS and CAINS) that better reflect current conceptualizations of negative symptoms (Kirkpatrick et al. 2010; Horan et al. 2011) . Further, recent factor analyses have suggested that negative symptoms are composed of two separate factors, experiential and expressive and there is some evidence that ECDM deficits correlate most robustly with experiential negative symptoms. Other studies have used grip strength paradigms, where individuals choose to squeeze a hand dynamometer to either a low or high degree of their maximum for small or large reward, and have reported reduced high degree choice in schizophrenia patients compared with controls (Hartmann et al. 2015a; Reddy et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2015) , and similar correlations with negative symptoms (Hartmann et al. 2015a; Wang et al. 2015) . However, one study did not find group differences or negative symptom relationships using a grip strength task (Docx et al. 2015) . Finally, one study used a progressive ratio task requiring participants to exert incrementally greater amounts of physical effort to obtain a monetary reward (Strauss et al. 2016) . The critical-dependent measure in this task is breakpoint (i.e. the point at which the participant is no longer willing to exert effort to obtain reward) with larger breakpoint suggesting greater willingness to expend effort. They did not find group differences in breakpoint, but did report that breakpoint negatively correlated with negative symptoms (Strauss et al. 2016) . Taken together, these findings suggest reduced physical effort allocation in psychotic pathology and that this deficit is most pronounced for high negative symptom patients.
One study has examined the neural mechanisms of physical ECDM in people with schizophrenia using a 
Demand selection task Participants first make a two-alternative forced choice between hard and easy tasks. The easy task involving trials of a similar mental activity (i.e. stating whether the number on the card is >5) for a small monetary reward. The hard task involves task switching between two mental activities for greater reward.
Variants of this task have been developed in which the task demands and reward amounts are implicit or explicit Kool et al. (2010) Balloon popping task Participants decide between completing an easy (10 button presses) and a hard task (100 button presses) in order to pop a balloon and receive reward.
Completing the easy task earns $1 and the hard task earns a variable larger reward. On certain trials reward probability is 100% and on others it is 50% Gold et al. (2013) Effort expenditure for rewards task
Participants decide between completing an easy (∼20 button presses in 7 s) with dominant index finger and a hard task (∼100 button presses with non-dominant pinky finger 21 s) to receive reward. When completed the easy task earns $1 and the hard task earns a variable larger amount. On certain trials reward probability is 88%, 50%, and 12%
Treadway et al.
Progressive ratio task Individuals complete 'sets' of trials of a particular task (e.g. stating which of two numbers is larger or performing a button press). Before each given set, a monetary value and number of trials in the set is presented. Participants then decide whether they wish to perform that set for that amount. The critical dependent variable in this task is the breakpoint, the maximum number of trials for a set that an individual is willing to perform for a given monetary value Hershenberg et al.
Grip strength task Participants first maximally squeeze a handgrip dynamometer. Then participants make decision about completing an easy task (squeezing the dynamometer to a low percentage of their maximum) for a small reward or a hard task (squeezing the dynamometer to a high percentage of their maximum) for a variable larger reward Hartmann et al. (2013) button-pressing task during neuroimaging . Results suggested reduced activation of the medial frontal gyrus, posterior cingulate cortex, and ventral striatum during decision-making for patients compared with controls . In a related study, Park and colleagues found greater activation in the caudate for patients compared with controls as a function of effort, but as their task did SZ, Schizophrenia; HC, healthy control; EEfRT, effort expenditure for rewards task; COGED, cognitive effort discounting task; DST, demand selection task; SANS, scale for the assessment of negative symptoms; CAINS, clinical assessment interview for negative symptoms; MAP, motivations and pleasure scale; BNSS, brief negative symptom scale; PANSS, positive and negative symptom scale; BPRS, brief psychiatric rating scale; WASI, Wechsler abbreviated scale of intelligence; MATRICS, measure and treatment research to improve cognition in schizophrenia; WAIS, Wechsler adult intelligence scale; PENN CNB, Pennsylvania computerized neurocognitive battery.
a Effect was present but in opposite direction. b Significant group differences and individual difference relationship for some tasks, not involve a choice between hard and easy options their findings are difficult to generalize to the ECDM literature (Park et al. 2017) .
Cognitive effort
Studies examining cognitive ECDM also provide evidence for decreased effort allocation in psychosis. For example, Wolf and colleague used a progressive ratio task requiring incrementally greater exertion of cognitive effort to obtain monetary reward (Wolf et al. 2014) . Schizophrenia patients showed lower breakpoints than healthy controls, and high negative symptom patients showed the lowest breakpoints. Similarly, our group used a cognitive effort-discounting paradigm where individuals decided between completing easy or hard versions of a cognitively demanding task for small or large reward (Culbreth et al. 2016) . Schizophrenia patients showed decreased willingness to perform hard versions for increased rewards compared with controls, and high negative symptom patients showed the least willingness to expend effort (Culbreth et al. 2016) . Finally, two studies have used variants of a demand-selection task to examine cognitive effort in schizophrenia (Gold et al. 2014; Reddy et al. 2015) . In this task individuals choose between completing easy trials of a similar mental activity (i.e. stating whether a presented number is larger than 5) for a small reward or hard trials, which involve task switching between two mental activities for greater reward (Kool et al. 2010) . Reddy et al. (2015) found that people with schizophrenia choose to perform hard trials less frequently than controls for high reward values, but they did not find a negative symptom effect. In contrast, one study did not find group differences using different variants of the demand selection task, but found evidence for difficulty in detecting the effort associated with various options in schizophrenia (Gold et al. 2014) .
To date no study has directly examined the neural mechanisms of cognitive ECDM in psychosis. While indirect, Wolf and colleagues demonstrated that in schizophrenia patients, increased BOLD activation in ventral striatum and DLPFC during a reward processing task correlated with greater willingness to expend effort on a behavioral progressive ratio task (Wolf et al. 2014) . Such findings provide initial evidence for the role of striatal regions and cognitive control regions in effort deficits for those with schizophrenia, although more research is needed in this area.
Depression
Physical effort
Several studies suggest a physical ECDM deficit in depression. Studies using button-pressing paradigms have found consistent evidence for reduced willingness to expend effort in people with MDD compared with controls (Treadway et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2014 Yang et al. , 2016 . Further, these studies observed that decreased trait levels of anticipatory pleasure (Yang et al. 2014) , increased duration of current depressive episode (Treadway et al. 2012) , and current compared with remitted depressive episode (Yang et al. 2014) are associated with decreased effort expenditure. Similarly, a study using a grip-strength task showed that as reward increased MDD patients failed to increase effort expenditure (Cléry-Melin et al. 2011) . Finally, Sherdell and colleagues using a novel paradigm with cartoon pictures as rewards, showed no diagnostic differences between MDD and healthy controls, but found increased effort allocation was related to increased levels of trait anticipatory pleasure in MDD patients (Sherdell et al. 2012) .
One study has examined the neural mechanisms of physical ECDM in mood disorders. In this study, individuals with MDD and controls performed a buttonpressing task during neuroimaging . Results indicated that people with MDD showed reduced BOLD activation in the caudate and superior temporal gyrus as a function of reward probability compared with healthy controls, and reduced BOLD activation in the caudate as a function of reward magnitude. Rzepa and colleagues conducted a neuroimaging study where trials varied by effort (Rzepa et al. 2017) . Individuals at high risk for MDD, defined by scores of 27 or greater on the Mood and Feelings Questionnaire (Angold & Costello 1987) , showed blunted activation of the ACC and ventromedial prefrontal cortex on high effort compared with low effort trials. However, Park et al. did not find differences in BOLD activation during effort-based reinforcementlearning in MDD compared with healthy control subjects (Park et al. 2017) . In both of these studies, there was no actual opportunity for participants to make a choice, and instead participants were given high/low effort trials. This may limit generalization of the results of these studies to the larger ECDM literature, which typically requires individuals to make an active choice as to whether or not to exert effort.
Cognitive effort
One study has examined cognitive ECDM in mood disorders. This study used a progressive ratio task and found that both individuals with MDD or bipolar disorder in a current depressive episode showed lower breakpoints than healthy controls, but they did not find correlations between breakpoint and symptoms (Hershenberg et al. 2016 ).
Summary
Behavioral evidence suggests that both individuals with depression and psychosis are characterized by a reduced willingness to expend cognitive and physical effort compared with healthy controls. While neuroimaging studies are rare, initial results suggest hypoactivation of the dorsal striatum during ECDM in mood pathology, and hypoactivation of the ventral striatum, cingulate cortex, and DLPFC in those with psychosis. This initial evidence of somewhat different neural correlates of impairments in ECDM across psychosis and depression raises the possibility that seemingly similar behavioral impairments may arise from different mechanistic pathways.
Mechanisms of ECDM
Studies suggest impaired ECDM in those with psychosis or depression. However, few studies have examined the psychological and neural mechanisms that could potentially contribute to impaired ECDM in these patient groups. Two potential mechanisms underlying ECDM deficits include reduced reward responsivity and impaired cognitive control. In the following sections, we discuss evidence for impairments in each mechanism in psychosis and depression, and ways that these mechanisms could contribute to impaired ECDM.
Reward responsivity
Reward responsivity is a critical aspect of ECDM. In short, if an individual does not like a particular reward they will be less likely to exert effort to obtain that reward. Further, the subjective cost of the effort necessary to obtain such rewards is likely to be increased if desire for the reward is low (Prévost et al. 2010) . In the following section, we review the reward responsivity literature in psychosis and depression, and where relevant discuss associations between reward responsivity and ECDM.
Psychosis
A large literature has pointed to intact hedonic experience in schizophrenia (Kring & Moran 2008; . Specifically, whether in the laboratory or while performing pleasurable activities in daily life, individuals with schizophrenia self-report similar levels of pleasure compared with controls (Cohen & Minor 2010) .
Using behavioral paradigms, several studies have shown intact reward responsivity in schizophrenia. Heerey and colleagues used a signal detection task where participants decide which of two variants of a briefly presented stimulus was presented (Pizzagalli et al. 2005; Heerey et al. 2008) . Approximately 40% of correct responses receive reward feedback, but one of the two responses ('RICH') receives 3 times the amount of feedback as the alternative ('LEAN') response. People preferentially select the 'RICH' response across task blocks (response bias), but on debrief have no awareness of the response contingencies. They found that individuals with schizophrenia showed intact 'bias', an indicator of intact implicit reward responsivity, a finding that has recently been replicated in schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder (Heerey et al. 2008; .
Neuroimaging studies examining striatal response of schizophrenia patients to monetary reward receipt, a putative measure of reward responsivity, also show a consistent pattern of intact responses for both medicated and unmedicated patients (Abler et al. 2008; Schlagenhauf et al. 2009; Simon et al. 2010; Waltz et al. 2010; Dowd & Barch 2012; Nielsen et al. 2012b; Gilleen et al. 2015) . Further, electrophysiology studies have shown that the feedback negativity, an eventrelated potential component thought to index sensitivity to reward feedback, is intact in schizophrenia (Horan et al. 2012; Llerena et al. 2016) .
While no study to date has directly examined the contributions of reward responsivity to aberrant ECDM in psychosis, our group administered a questionnaire that asked participants to rate factors (e.g. reward amount) that might have influenced choice behavior (Culbreth et al. 2016). Both negative symptoms and diagnostic group remained significant predictors of choice behavior when including, 'To what degree were your choices based on the offer amount of each task', as a covariate, suggesting that reward responsivity could not account for group and symptom effects. Converging evidence is also provided by Docx and colleagues who did not observe correlations between pleasure ratings of IAPS images and ECDM in schizophrenia (Docx et al. 2015) .
Depression
In contrast to psychosis, reduced reward responsivity is often considered a potential contributory mechanism for depressive symptoms (Alloy et al. 2016) and is a core tenet of prominent theories of affective experience in MDD (Rottenberg et al. 2005) . Further, experimental studies have found that MDD patients self-report lower positive emotion during reward receipt compared with controls (Pizzagalli et al. 2009 ).
Behaviorally, studies have found that people with MDD display reduced reward bias, an indicator of reward responsivity (Henriques et al. 1994; Henriques & Davidson, 2000; Pizzagalli et al. 2008; Pechtel et al. 2013; Vrieze et al. 2013; Whitton et al. 2016) , and that reduced bias correlates with cross-sectional and longitudinal depressive symptoms (Vrieze et al. 2013) . Similar findings have also been found in children at risk for developing depression, with greater anhedonia correlating with lower reward bias (Luking et al. 2015) .
Further, there is evidence for lower reward bias in remitted depression compared with healthy controls suggesting that reduced reward responsivity is consistent across clinical states of depression (Pechtel et al. 2013; Whitton et al. 2016) . Several of these studies used the same paradigms that showed intact bias in people with psychosis.
Electrophysiology studies have consistently shown that the feedback negativity is blunted in those with MDD relative to healthy controls (Foti et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2014) , and is most reduced for those with severe anhedonia (Liu et al. 2014 ). Higher depressive symptoms in children also correlate with blunted feedback negativity (Bress et al. 2012; Weinberg et al. 2015; Belden et al. 2016) , and feedback negativity has been shown to predict the future onset of depressive episodes in adolescences (Bress & Hajcak, 2013) .
With regards to neuroimaging, People with MDD show decreased ventral striatum (Pizzagalli et al. 2009; Robinson et al. 2012) , dorsal striatum (Knutson et al. 2008; Forbes et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2013) , cingulate, insula, and orbital frontal cortex activation to receipt of rewards compared with healthy controls. A recent meta-analysis concluded that MDD was characterized by reduced activation in the striatum, as well as cingulate cortex (Zhang et al. 2013) . Decreased striatal response to reward receipt is also found in children and adolescents at increased risk for developing depression (Gotlib et al. 2010; Sharp et al. 2014; Luking et al. 2015; Olino et al. 2015) . Further, ventral striatal function has been shown to predict longitudinal increases in depressive symptoms in adolescents (Telzer et al. 2014 ).
Summary
Self-report, implicit-learning paradigms, electrophysiology studies, and functional neuroimaging data largely suggest that reward responsivity is intact in psychosis. However, data from similar modalities and methods suggests reduced reward responsivity in depression. As noted above, no study has directly tested the contributions of reward responsivity to aberrant ECDM in psychosis or depression. However, the work demonstrating intact reward responsivity in schizophrenia would suggest that it is an unlikely mechanism for aberrant ECDM in psychosis. In contrast, the work demonstrating impaired reward responsivity in MDD makes reward responsivity a potentially attractive contributory mechanism to impaired ECDM in depression.
Cognitive control
ECDM involves a number of functions that are highly reliant on cognitive control. Cognitive control has been defined as 'the ability to regulate, coordinate, and sequence thoughts and actions in accordance with internally maintained behavioral goals '. (Braver, 2012) . For example, ECDM requires integrating decision information from different sources (e.g. availability of reward alternatives, likelihood of success) to derive and update the value of potentially rewarding outcomes. Further, ECDM requires generating and maintaining internal representations of potential outcomes, and using these to drive ongoing choice behavior, potentially in the face of distracting or conflicting information. Thus, disruption of cognitive control processes represents one potential contributory mechanism to impaired ECDM. In the following section we review the cognitive control literature in psychosis and depression, and where relevant discuss associations between cognitive deficits and ECDM.
Psychosis
Deficits in cognitive control have long been reported in psychosis (Barch & Sheffield, 2017) , with metaanalyses converging on a robust deficit (Szöke et al. 2008; Minzenberg et al. 2009 ) among individuals with chronic psychosis (Elvevag et al. 2000; Cho et al. 2006; Chambon et al. 2008; Henderson et al. 2012) , first episode psychosis (Barch et al. 2001; Snitz et al. 2005; Minzenberg et al. 2010; Lesh et al. 2013) , and those at risk for developing psychosis (e.g. Snitz et al. 2006) . Meta-analyses have pointed to reduced activation in a network of brain regions in schizophrenia that have frequently been associated with cognitive control (Dosenbach et al. 2007 (Dosenbach et al. . 2008 , including bilateral anterior cingulate (Minzenberg et al. 2009; Alústiza et al. 2017) and DLPFC (Minzenberg et al. 2009 ). This altered activity in cognitive control regions is present both at first episode (Barch et al. 2001; MacDonald et al. 2005; Snitz et al. 2005) and chronic illness (MacDonald & Carter, 2003; Yoon et al. 2008; Barbalat et al. 2009 Barbalat et al. , 2011 Edwards et al. 2010; Poppe et al. 2016) , with some evidence for impairment in individuals at risk for psychosis (MacDonald et al. 2009 ). These deficits have also been to linked with negative symptoms (e. g. Nuechterlein et al. 1986; O'Leary et al. 2000; Barch et al. 2003a, b; Henderson et al. 2012) , though not in all studies (Cohen et al. 1999; Harvey et al. 2006; Lesh et al. 2013) .
No study to date has examined the specific relationship between cognitive control and ECDM in psychosis. Some studies have examined relationships with general cognitive ability, though results are mixed. Two studies have found that schizophrenia patients with lower scores on neuropsychological test batteries are less willing to exert effort (Gold et al. 2013; Horan et al. 2015) . However, several studies have failed to find such relationships (Fervaha et al. 2013 (Fervaha et al. , 2015 Wolf et al. 2014; Docx et al. 2015; Hartmann et al. 2015a; McCarthy et al. 2016; Strauss et al. 2016) , and other studies did not collect measures of cognition in order to examine associations (Treadway et al. 2012; Barch et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015; Culbreth et al. 2016; Huang et al. 2016) . Thus, future research is needed to determine the relationship between cognition and effort allocation in those with psychosis. In particular, such work may benefit from using recent cutting-edge experimental measures of cognitive control and working memory to draw more focal links between effort expenditure and particular cognitive domains.
Depression
Evidence for cognitive control impairment in people with MDD is mixed (Paulus, 2015) . Using a wide variety of tasks, behavioral studies have reported impaired cognitive control in people with MDD compared with healthy individuals and some relationships to symptoms (Mitterschiffthaler et al. 2008; De Lissnyder et al. 2012; Demeyer et al. 2012; Murphy et al. 2012; Vanderhasselt et al. 2012; Foland-Ross et al. 2013; Snyder, 2013; Yoon et al. 2014 ), but others have reported no differences (Kaiser et al. 2003; Holmes et al. 2005; Wagner et al. 2006; Fales et al. 2008; Holmes & Pizzagalli, 2008; Engels et al. 2010; Ladouceur et al. 2012; Ng et al. 2012; Clawson et al. 2013; Diler et al. 2014; Saunders & Jentzsch, 2014) . Some behavioral evidences shows that cognitive control impairment in MDD may be more robust in the context of emotion (Wagner et al. 2006; Peckham et al. 2010; Joormann & Tanovic, 2015) ; however, several studies have failed to observe such effects (Engels et al. 2010; Saunders & Jentzsch, 2014) . These mixed findings may be due to variability in the age of the samples, examination of patients at different clinical states (e.g. including patients in remission), use of different tasks and outcome measures, and not accounting for more general cognitive deficits (e.g. processing speed impairments) (Snyder, 2013) .
The neuroimaging literature also reveals mixed findings. Most consistently, several studies using the Stroop (Wagner et al. 2006; Holmes & Pizzagalli, 2008) and emotional version of the Stroop (Mitterschiffthaler et al. 2008; Engels et al. 2010) have shown a hyperactivity of the ACC during conflict or disengagement trials for MDD patients compared with controls. However, one study using a Go/NoGo task did not find hyperactivity of the ACC in adolescents with unipolar depression (Diler et al. 2014) . Literature linking the DLPFC to cognitive control impairment in MDD has been mixed with some studies showing hypoactivation of DLPFC in depression (Fales et al. 2008) while others show no significant differences.
Summary
Impairments in cognitive control and its neural correlates in the DLPFC and ACC are consistently reported in psychosis making them a potentially viable contributor to ECDM deficits. In mood pathology, the current literature is mixed regarding impairment in cognitive control. Thus, cognitive control impairments seem to be less of a strong candidate as a mechanistic contributor to ECDM deficits in mood pathology, though more direct tests of these hypotheses are needed.
Overall summary of mechanisms
Converging evidence suggests decreased effort expenditure in psychosis and depression. People with schizophrenia demonstrate largely similar reward responsivity compared with healthy controls, while evidence for reduced reward responsivity in MDD is well documented. In contrast, evidence for impaired cognitive control in people with psychosis is robust, while evidence for impaired cognitive control in mood pathology is mixed. While reward responsivity and cognitive control have not been directly examined in relationship to ECDM in either psychosis or depression, these data suggest the intriguing hypothesis that a similar effort deficit across psychotic and mood pathology may more strongly be attributed to different psychological mechanisms. Specifically, we hypothesize that in psychotic disorders, deficits in ECDM may largely reflect difficulties with cognitive control, and in particular the ability to integrate and maintain information about future rewards in a way that consistently guides ongoing behavior and effort allocation. In contrast, we hypothesize that in mood pathology, deficits in both psychological and neural responses to rewards reduce the attractiveness of potential outcomes, leading individuals to be less willing or likely to choose to allocate effort for those outcomes. While this hypothesis is based on the current literature, it should be noted that these predictions would be strengthened by additional research, particularly in the area of cognitive control and depression. Given recent evidence for emotional control impairments in depression it may also be the case that cognitive factors interact with emotional factors to contribute to ECDM impairment in the context of depression, but such predictions remain to be tested.
Of note, we did not discuss reward anticipation and its neural correlates as a separate potential mechanism in this review, though there is evidence for both behavioral and neural reward anticipation deficits in both psychosis (Heerey & Gold, 2007; Nielsen et al. 2012a, b; Mote et al. 2014; Radua et al. 2015; Subramaniam et al. 2015) and depression (Shankman et al. 2007 Nelson et al. 2013 Nelson et al. , 2014 Arrondo et al. 2015; Stringaris et al. 2015; Ubl et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2016 ). We did not do so because we hypothesize that such deficits in reward anticipation might also reflect the outcome of impairments in reward responsivity and/or cognitive control. In other words, if someone does not find rewards pleasurable, they are likely to have reduced reward anticipation, as has been seen in depression. In contrast, if someone has difficulty using cognitive control mechanisms to represent and maintain reward information about future goals, one may expect deficits in reward anticipation, as have been seen in psychotic disorders.
Future directions
In the reminder of the review we discuss the types of data that may be particularly relevant in testing our hypotheses regarding mechanisms of ECDM in psychosis and depression. We close by discussing interpretative challenges to consider when conducting ECDM studies in psychopathology.
Analyses to understand why effort is reduced
Future studies will need to go beyond examining group differences in ECDM and begin to elucidate decision-making factors that contribute to aberrant ECDM. Specifically, it will be important to collect measures of ECDM and objective measures of reward responsivity/cognitive control in the same participants to observe whether effort performance is more closely related to cognitive control or reward responsivity, and whether these relationships differ as a function of pathology. Further, it may also be informative to obtain self-report from participants, following effortbased choice, regarding factors that could influence decision-making (e.g. perception of task performance). This will allow for better characterization of factors that might be relevant when considering ECDM in psychopathology.
Transdiagnostic samples
While there have been many studies examining ECDM in psychopathology few studies have taken a transdiagnostic approach [although see (Hershenberg et al. 2016; Park et al. 2017) ]. The use of transdiagnostic samples is imperative to determining whether seemingly similar deficits arise from disparate mechanisms across disorders, and in determining differences in the relative magnitude of ECDM impairment between groups.
Given the overlap between psychosis and depression in many patients (e.g. bipolar disorder with psychosis) future work is needed to examine how mechanisms such as reward responsivity and cognitive control may interact to give rise to ECDM impairments. Focusing on symptom dimensions, instead of diagnostic categories, and their contribution to ECDM impairment will be relevant to these questions.
Neuroimaging studies
The majority of ECDM research in psychopathology has been behavioral (although see Huang et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2016) . Studies in the basic science literature have begun to generate a comprehensive picture of the associated neural processes of ECDM, including key biological components such as dopamine systems, the ventral striatum, and ACC. Disruption in a number of regions within this circuit could result in ECDM impairments. Future clinical work would benefit from exploring this circuit to examine the neural correlates of impaired ECDM, both within and across disorders. Importantly, neural activation is likely to represent multiple component processes of ECDM (e.g. estimation of reward value and effort associated with actions, decision-making processes, reward receipt, etc.). Imaging studies that attempt to separate such component processes, aided by careful jittering during ECDM trials, will be useful in specifying impairments on a component level, between and across disorders.
Changes across development of illness
Another direction for future work rests in understanding how effort impairments fluctuate over the course of illness. Most studies examining ECDM in depression or psychosis utilize large age ranges, which include individuals at various stages in their illness. It will be important for future research to more focally examine ECDM during particular phases of illness (e.g. those at-risk, first episode psychosis, chronic psychosis) in order to observe whether ECDM deficits fluctuate across the course of illness. Further, little work has focused on various clinical states (e.g. MDD or bipolar disorder in a depressive episode vs. in a remitted state) and future research will need to examine whether ECDM deficits vary by clinical state. Only one study regarding ECDM and clinical state has been conducted in depression, with remitted individuals displaying elevated effort allocation compared with those in a current episode (Yang et al. 2014) . Analysis of clinical states will also be of importance in bipolar disorder, where contributory mechanisms may vary as a function of clinical state. For example, reward hyporesponsivity may contribute to decreased effort allocation during depressive episodes. In contrast, hyperresponsivity may lead to exaggerated effort allocation during a manic episode. In summary, examining how EDCM processes vary across illness course, clinical state, and whether ECDM deficits might be predictors of illness development or progression will be a critical area for future research.
Interpretative challenges
Medications
Animal research has suggested that depletion of ventral striatal dopamine in mice results in reduced effort exertion (Salamone et al. 2007) . Antipsychotic medications are proposed to reduce psychotic symptoms by blocking D2 receptors. Thus, antipsychotic medications perturb the system thought to underlie ECDM, confounding studies, in psychotic patients. While methods have been developed to account for different antipsychotic medications and dosages prescribed to patients (e.g. olanzapine equivalent dose) and such measures have been applied to ECDM studies with some informative findings , this is likely insufficient to fully characterize the role of antipsychotics in ECDM. Further, an added interpretative challenge arises when performing transdiagnostic research across participants medicated with antipsychotics and others not, as medication type is often confounded with form of psychopathology. Future work will require studies of unmedicated patients or those at-risk to aid our understanding of medication effects in ECDM impairments within and across disorders.
Controlling for performance/motor response ECDM tasks typically involve choosing between easy and hard variants of a task. While the objective effort necessary to perform these variants increases from easy to hard variants, the subjective effort increase for participants may be related to confounding factors such as cognitive ability or motor function, which can differ between patients and controls. In order to make specific claims regarding impaired ECDM, researchers should control for performance and motor ability when examining group differences. For example, many researchers have subjects perform grip strength or button pressing tasks to a certain degree of their maximum (Treadway et al. 2012; Barch et al. 2014; Hartmann et al. 2015b ). In cognitive effort tasks, cognitive ability may confound interpretation of effort deficits. While performance matching on cognitive tasks is a potential option, few researchers have attempted to experimentally control for such effects. If unable to experimentally control, it is our recommendation that researchers control for such factors in their statistical models (Culbreth et al. 2016 ).
Interpreting results across ECDM studies
In addition to effort measures (e.g. button press, cognitive demands), ECDM tasks also vary in other potentially important factors of value-based decisionmaking (e.g. probability of reward receipt, reward amount), which need to be considered carefully when designing and interpreting experiments. For example, many ECDM paradigms include probabilistic reinforcement of successfully completed trials, while in other effort paradigms reward is deterministic. In paradigms with varying reward probability, the strongest patient-control differences are often found at the highest reward probability levels (Treadway et al. 2012 Fervaha et al. 2013; Gold et al. 2013; Barch et al. 2014; Reddy et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2015; McCarthy et al. 2016) . Another factor to consider is the reward amount offered for both easy and hard tasks. Paradigms often offer variable reward amounts for the hard task and a fixed value for the easy task, and many studies find the largest patient-control differences at the highest reward values. However, studies vary widely in the differences between easy and hard offers. For example, Reddy and colleagues offered $0.10 for an easy task and between $0.20 and 0.40 for a hard task during a demand selection task, but offered $1 for an easy task or between $3 and 7 for a balloon popping task . While significant group differences were found in both tasks, results must still be interpreted in light of highly variable reward values.
Conclusion
Converging evidence suggests aberrant ECDM in psychosis and depression. While there are many mechanisms that might contribute to such a deficit, in the current review we proposed two that may be particularly relevant, reward responsivity and cognitive control. People with schizophrenia demonstrate largely similar reward responsivity compared with healthy controls, while evidence for reduced reward responsivity in MDD is well documented. In contrast, evidence for impaired cognitive control in people with psychosis is robust, while evidence for impaired cognitive control in mood pathology is mixed. These data suggest an intriguing hypothesis that a seemingly similar behavioral ECDM deficit may arise from disparate mechanisms in psychosis and depression. However, transdiagnostic studies, neuroimaging designs, and studies examining the underlying mechanisms of ECDM are needed to fully test this hypothesis.
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